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                                                                                        Abstract  
The air traffic control system is a vast network of people and necessary navigational equipment that ensures the safe operation of commercial 
and private aircraft throughout the world. Air traffic controller service is responsible for area, approach and aerodrome control. This paper 
presents a comprehensive study of the various researches carried out in this field and the several techniques which are used to provide more 
assistance to air traffic control.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

The air traffic control system is a vast network of people and necessary navigational equipment that ensures the safe operation of 
commercial and private aircraft throughout the world [1]. Air traffic controller service is responsible for area, approach and 
aerodrome control. 
     The RADAR system is one of many electronic navigation aids available, but it is unique as it provides a comprehensive view 
of air traffic over a wide area[1]. A radar system consists of a number of integrated elements, including radar sensors(s), radar 
data, transmission lines, radar data processing and radar displays. Even though the radar system helps in the navigation of air 
traffic, it has some limitations like; it cannot track the exact location of aircraft in remote locations, large targets close to the 
radar can saturate the receiver, etc. Such drawbacks or limitations can be overcome by the Global Positioning system. 
 
     The GPS based air traffic control system helps in the field of aviation. It is handy for Flight Dispatchers to easily handle the 
flight traffic, reduce the disasters and collision less, faster transportation. The Global Positioning System(GPS) is a space-based 
satellite navigation system. The GPS system is not limited to a particular radius like the radar system. The information about the 
exact location of flights, runways, take offs and landings. Traffic flows are organized along airways at segregated altitudes to aid 
Air Traffic Controllers(ATC) in managing and predicting potential conflicts well before problems arise[12].  
 
     Although technical innovations in communication, navigation and surveillance have progressed an on-board safety devices, 
such as the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), have been gradually perfected [8]. TCAS operates in a 
complex and dynamic environment [12]. We note, however, that the service of the Air Traffic Controllers is still required for 
successful aerodrome control. 
 
       Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) which currently mandated worldwide on large transport aircraft that 
reduces the risk of mid-air collision to monitor the local air traffic, onboard beacon radar surveillance is used by TCAS [13]. 
        In case of Medium-Term conflict Detection (MCTD) for Air Traffic Management System which detects and notifies the 
controller about the probable loss of the required separation between two aircrafts [14]. Here, the author extends and improves 
the Velocity Changes (VC) model that considers instantaneous changes. 
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In order to achieve  the collision prevention between aircraft, collisions prevention between aircraft on the maneuvering 
area and obstructions on that area. air traffic controllers should be especially apt to deal with the interaction between humans and 
mechanical devices while they provide directions or advices to pilots to maintain vertical and horizontal separations between 
aircrafts and avoid aircraft collision. Accordingly, the air traffic controllers need to conduct multiple functions at the same time, 
such as thinking, listening and speaking [15].  

 
The TCAS system which starts with Mode S transponder, which hardly got foothold in the market due to lack of display options 
and mandates. The re-introduction of the Mode S transponder as part of this system has given the general aviation market further 
benefits at little cost[16]. 
 

Aircraft collision avoidance is based on structured routes, altitude separation, rules of the air, air traffic control (ATC); 
both Procedural and Radar, as well as “See and Be Seen”. Aviation has built its enviable safety record using a layered approach. 
Every layer has a failure rate; however, with sufficient layers the probability of all layers being breached simultaneously can be 
extremely low[17].  
 
By managing air craft navigation status, it can improve the safety and efficiency of air traffic. It also prevents collision of air 
crafts. It is also possible to get information about trajectory intent information that includes the anticipated route, speed profile, 
and maneuvering procedure of the aircraft over the trajectory prediction time horizon[18]. 
           
There is an interesting point of view from the optimization field , obtaining good results in a difficult problem. A strong 
tightening of the VC model in order to include continuity in the velocity changes and to consider possible nonlinear trajectories 
for each aircraft are considered. Speed maneuvers is a complex procedure due to the geometric construction that causes non 
linear trigonometric constraints that have been reduced in a difficult fraction for which, a mixed 0-1 non linear optimization 
(MINLO) is proposed[19]. 
 
         In Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) concept for the year 2025 and beyond envisions the movement of 
large numbers of people and goods in a safe, efficient, and reliable manner. It will remove many of the constraints in the current 
air transportation system, support a wider range of operations, and deliver an overall system capacity up to three times that of 
current operating levels. NASA has initiated a Collision Avoidance for Airport Traffic (CAAT) research topic to develop 
technologies, data, and guidelines to enable conflict detection and resolution (CD&R) in the Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) 
under current and emerging NextGen operating concepts. The goal of CAAT is to provide an additional, protective safety layer 
of CD&R for NextGen TMA operations[20]. 
 

The implementation of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) into the national airspace which is directly related to their 
ability to properly sense, detect and avoid other airborne objects. A design is proposed for a collision avoidance system which, 
when properly implemented in a UAS, reduces the probability of midair collisions (MACs) therefore aiding in the process to 
demonstrate the UAS safety equivalency to manned aircraft standards[21]. 

II.  VULNERABILITIES  
There are a few vulnerabilities or limitations of the Radar system for which the GPS system is more favoured. The vulnerabilities 
are:  

A. Beam path and range 

       The radar beam would follow a linear path in vacuum, but it really follows a somewhat curved path in the atmosphere 
because of the variation of the refractive index of air, that is called the radar horizon. Even when the beam is emitted parallel 
to the ground, it will rise above it as the Earth curvature sinks below the horizon. Furthermore, the signal is attenuated by the 
medium it crosses, and the beam disperses. The maximum range of conventional radar can be limited by a number of factors: 

1. Line of sight, which depends on height above ground. This means without a direct line of sight the path of the beam is 
blocked. 
2. The maximum non-ambiguous range, which is determined by the pulse repetition frequency. The maximum non-
ambiguous range is the distance the pulse could travel and return before the next pulse is emitted. 
3. Radar sensitivity and power of the return signal as computed in the radar equation. This includes factors such as 
environmental conditions and the size (or radar cross section) of the target. 
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B. Noise 

   As the distance increases, reflected signals decline rapidly, so noise becomes limitation to radar range. Noise typically 
appears as random variations superimposed on the desired echo signal received in the radar receiver. The lower the power 
of the desired signal, the more difficult it is to distinguish  it from the noise. 

C. Interference 

    Radar system must overcome the unwanted signals which are originated from internal and external sources to 
focus on the actual targets of interest. These unwanted signals may be passive or active. SNR(signal-to-noise ratio ) which  
defines as the ratio of a signal power to the noise power within the desired signal; it compares the target signal level to the 
level of background noise(atmospheric noise and noise generated within the receiver). The higher a system's SNR, the 
better it is in isolating actual targets from the surrounding noise signals. 

D. Clutter 

   Clutter i.e. radio frequency(RF) echoes that comes from targets which are unwanted to the radar operators. it includes 
natural objects such as ground, sea, precipitation (such as rain, snow or hail), sand storms, animals (especially birds), 
atmosph-eric turbulence, and other atmospheric effects, such as ionosphere reflections, meteor trails and three body scatter 
spike. Clutter are also returned from man-made objects such as buildings and intentionally, by radar countermeasures such 
as chaff. Another cause of clutter is a long radar waveguide between the radar transceiver and the antenna. 

E. Jamming 

  Radar Jamming refers to radio frequency signals originating from sources outside the radar, transmitting in the radar's 
frequency and thereby masking targets of interest. Two kinds of Jamming are available, such as intentional like 
an electronic warfare tactic and unintentional such as friendly forces operating equipment that transmits using the same 
frequency range. Elements outside the Radar system initiates Jamming. So, these are considered as an active interference 
source Radar system finds difficulties in Jamming because jamming signal only needs to travel one way (from the jammer 
to the radar receiver) whereas the radar echoes travel two ways (radar-target-radar).Therefore it significantly reduces in 
power by the time they return to the radar receiver. 

III.  RELATED WORK  

In [1] the main objective of the author is the safe operation of commercial and private aircraft throughout the world. The air 
traffic controller service is responsible for area, approach aerodrome. To achieve the objective the proposed system is a GPS 
based traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS). In order to improve accuracy and timeliness of the control of aircraft 
on approach, GPS-based TCAS is synchronized with ADS to provide optimum navigation and performance accuracy and 
automatic data transmission without the need for wide separation standards. The accuracy of approach control separation is 
expected to be improved with the use of GPS based TCAS interfaced with ADS, by enabling precise locating through the use of 
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). This  provides an easy means of monitoring and determining the position of 
aircraft.  It concludes that the TCAS is helpful in aircraft separation and it also easier and safer then only relying on the air traffic 
controller. The system gives altitude warnings between aircraft, and successfully discriminated between preventive traffic 
advisories and corrective lateral resolution advisory when the intruder range or altitude was considered dangerous. 

In [2] the author mainly discusses about the up gradation of  three services namely Advanced satellite based Communications, 
Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) services through which aircraft traffic can be controlled. These three services together with 
the new operational procedures will greatly increase NAS capacity. Three stages are used in upgrading the NAS. The stages are 
built in operational evaluation plan (OEP) of FAA. The three main concepts that is introduce by the author are Aircraft 
trajectory, Common information network and Redesigned airspace. The conclusion is that if the proposed system works properly 
then flights will reached their destination on time. 

 
 In [3] the main objective of the author is about the Air       Traffic Management Systems (ATMS) of the future that will feature 
Free Flight and in which aircraft choose their own routes, altitude, and speed, and automated conflict resolution methods in 
which aircraft will coordinate to resolve conflicts that results distributed control architecture as hybrid system. SmartATMS is an 
object oriented modeling and simulation facility which accounts for these hybrid issues and will serve as a uniform modeling 
framework for the design and evaluation of various ATMS concepts. According to them the current Air Traffic Management 
System (ATMS) will not be able to efficiently handle this increase because of inefficient airspace utilization, increased Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) workload, and obsolete technology. Free Flight is potentially feasible because of enabling technologies 
such as Global Positioning Systems (GPS), data link communications, Automatic Dependence Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B), 
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS) and powerful on-board computation. The above techno- logical advances 
will also enable air traffic controllers to accommodate future air traffic growth by restructuring ATMS towards a more 
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decentralized architecture. In future ATMS, aircraft which are in conflict will coordinate among each other and possibly with 
ATC in order to predict and resolve conflicts. The existing ATMS modeling tools and simulators have functionality which spans 
the modeling of runway and airport capacity and operations, through airspace operations and conflict resolution, to human 
factors and man-machine integration. In this paper, the authors have introduced SmartATMS, a unified modeling and simulation 
framework for Air Traffic Management Systems. They have implemented their proposed ATMS architecture, with emphasis on 
conflict resolution schemes for Free Flight. The more general issue of accurate and consistent simulation of hybrid systems is 
also under investigation. 
 
In [4] the author describes a highly interactive, real time demonstration of 3-D visualization and interface concepts for the air 
traffic domain, including Free Flight. This demonstration offers a 3-D, stereoscopic view from both the controller's and pilot's 
perspectives, featuring representations of projected flight paths, 3-D graphical and audio proximity warnings, and 3-D text labels 
that automatically reorient themselves. In Free Flight, pilots and airlines will set their own courses and resolve conflicts 
autonomously when possible. This demonstration also shows visualizations of the Protected Airspace Zone and Tactical Alert 
Zone safety regions around Free Flight aircraft, which are most easily understood through the use of 3-D graphics. Future 
versions of this demonstration will acquire more realistic data, improve the interaction techniques and integrate the visualization 
more closely with conflict detection and resolution algorithms. According to the author, during the next 15 years, Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) systems will undergo significant changes due to new technologies. The authors believe that the best course for 
meeting these future needs is to combine automated conflict detection and resolution mechanisms with advanced human-
computer interfaces that use intuitive and natural three dimensional displays and controls, such as those being developed in 
Virtual Reality systems. They have concluded their paper by mentioning about their plans to continue developing visualization 
and interface techniques for aiding Free Flight. The existing demonstration is written in the C language using the GL graphics 
library.  
 
In [5] the air traffic in Europe is a subject of detailed research for reorganization. For a relevant research, accurate simulation of 
different traffic categories are required. The conventional simulation techniques comprises of  mature models of aircraft behavior 
but do not include interactions between traffic objects. With trajectories corresponding to a highly complete and widespread air 
situation, this gap can be closed. The idea behind this way of scenario construction is to use well founded data mining techniques 
instead of more arbitrary constructive methods. The achieved high accuracy allows associating the complete air route topology to 
the trajectories. The focus of the paper is on the robust and accurate method to derive smoothed trajectories from air surveillance 
sensor data. The air traffic research comprises economical and safety aspects. The complexity is driven by subtle relations 
between air traffic participants and resources like airports and airways. The most important cost drivers are flight time and 
capacity utilization of airports. The aim of simulations is to gain relevant information about conditions with impact on flight time 
and capacity utilization and the overall aim is to get a save and economically optimized concept for the air traffic. A possible 
strategy is flexibility, usage of efficient communication strategies. Another strategy is based upon simulation, taking into account 
detailed 4D trajectory information and constraint driven re-planning and re-negotiation of the trajectory. provide a complete set 
of detailed flight trajectories for all traffic categories over a large area and a long time interval. The trajectory set shall be 
complete in the sense that the analysis of the trajectories allows to derive relevant results about critical parameters with influence 
on economics and safety. The method described in this paper is implemented as a software process which uses recorded sensor 
data and flight plan information. The conclusion is that the method is appropriate to reconstruct trajectories from different 
aircraft categories including highly maneuvering military aircraft, low level targets like helicopters, and targets detected by 
primary radar only. Due to the high completeness of the traffic representation and the available large coverage area and large 
time scale the set of trajectories is appropriate to investigate critical air traffic parameters, e.g. any type of conflicts 

IV.  ANALYSIS 
Two papers are considered based on air traffic control which are given in the reference as [1] and [2] respectively. 

In [1] a statistical analysis of accidents and fatalities by a phase of flight is provided wich is shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1: Accidents and Fatalities by Phase of Flight 
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This paper considers many navigational aids which provide direction or range for aircraft including non directional beacons 
(NDB), very high omni-directional range/ instrument landing systems (VOR/ILS), and radio detection and ranging (radar). 
Author proposed a traffic control system which is supposed to use the GPS integrated TCAS system along with the general ADS 
system. ADS system is generally used for the reporting purpose. There are three possible way of reporting: 
 1. Periodic contracts: Data is transferred or transmitted at fixed repetitive rate. 
 2. Event contract: Data is transmitted each time an event specified by the control system occurs; these include passing away 
point, speed change, route change and altitude change among others. 
3. Demand contract: Data is to be sent each time request is made by the control system. 
The data parameters considered in this system are latitude, longitude, altitude, speed, time and accuracy. In simulation approach, 
the real life situation is considered. In real life many different operations are conducted simultaneously. Author consideres the 
vertical distance between two aircraft while they are in landing queue is 1000 feet. GPS-based TCAS ensures strict compliance 
to reduced vertical separation minimums (RVSM) of 1,000 ft to allow for adequate aircraft separation. In their proposed system 
they did the simulation in MATLAB. In simulation, after the aircraft were detected and identified, they were placed under 
surveillance and continuously tracked/interrogated in order to ascertain the required parameters.  
While RADAR system gave altitude warnings, the TCAS system gave preventive traffic advisories (TA) within 43 seconds. The 
time delay of the separation process is reduced by using the integrated TCAS system. 
In the paper they have provided results of some aircraft simulation in different altitude modes. The example data set is shown in 
Table 1, 
 

Table 1: Data set of two flights 
Long. 
(Deg) 

Lat. 
(Deg) 

Long. 
(Deg) 

Lat. 
(Deg) 

Distance 
Apart 
(nm) 

TAU 
(Second) 

Resol
ution 

System 
Performance 

7.44 10.55 7.72 11.11 37.86 567.9        _      _ 

7.43 
 

10.55 7.72 11.11 37.65 564.81       _ No Traffic 

7.55 10.78 7.6 10.88 6.59 98.9       _       _ 

7.55 10.78 7.6 10.88 6.39 95.81       _       _ 

7.56 10.8 7.59 10.86 4.54 68.04        _ Detection 

7.56 10.8 7.59 10.86 3.51 52.61       _    _ 

7.56 10.81 7.59 10.85 3.1 46.44       
TA 

Traffic 

7.56 10.81 7.59 10.85 2.89 43.36       
TA 

Traffic 

7.57 10.81 7.59 10.85 2.68 40.27       
TA 

Traffic 

 
In paper [2], author analyzes that Boeing Air Traffic Management has envisioned a dramatically new way to manage air traffic. 
The new concept should accommodate future air traffic growth and preserve the successful vision of a demand-driven air 
transport system. 
 
The Boeing concept provides unprecedented integration of the entire U.S. National Airspace System (NAS). 
For the first time 

• All participants—flight crews, flight planners, regional and local air traffic service providers, and the national air traffic 
command center—should have access to the same data for heightened collaboration, negotiation, and strategic planning. 
• Precise data regarding the location and intended flight path of an airplane will be accessible to air traffic service 
providers, airline dispatchers, and airport operators to promote more efficient operations. 
• Air traffic controllers should be able to manage more traffic in larger sectors because they will have strategic tools, and 
there will be substantial automation of routine and repetitive tasks. 

 
These improvements are enabled by advanced satellite-based communications, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) services. 
Boeing proposes to upgrade the NAS in three achievable stages that build on the Operational Evolution Plan (OEP) of the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for an orderly and affordable transition to new capabilities and procedures. Boeing main 
objective is to dramatically reduce air traffic congestion and delays, and keep aviation affordable and accessible for all users—
commercial, military, business, and general aviation operators. 
Three definitive features are central to the Boeing air traffic management concept: 
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• Aircraft trajectory— the synthesis of a variety of information about an airplane’s position, altitude, speed, and 
intended flight path into a unified, easy-to-interpret graphical representation. Trajectory-based applications let users 
confidently predict where an airplane will be at some future time. It is shown in Figure 2. 
• Common Information Network—a central airspace information resource that links system users and operators to real-
time information about aircraft trajectories, weather, air traffic flow, and other air traffic system conditions. 
• Redesigned airspace—replacement of the complex, outmoded system of control sectors and segregated flow zones 
with a simpler, more open, managed-flow configuration. 

 
 

Figure 2: Aircraft Trajectories 
 
Boeing envisions a system in which real-time, digital data-link communications make flight planning, re planning, and 
coordination a continuous process. Data from aircraft flight decks, weather satellites and weather services forecasts, ground- and 
satellite-based aircraft tracking stations, airport runway monitoring stations, and airspace system loading and status monitoring 
centers will be sent by data link to be combined in a National System Flow Model. 
 
The National System Flow Model will synthesize a picture of the entire airspace system with unprecedented accuracy and 
completeness. Flight planners and traffic managers should be able to zoom in on a portion of the model to view a common 
picture of the air traffic situation when changes are being considered. 
The proposed air traffic management implementation plan builds on the FAA OEP. The implementation plan will focus on both 
the operational and architectural transformation of the current system, to accomplish a smooth transition to a highly integrated air 
traffic management system that provides greater capabilities than those envisioned in the OEP. The three phases should deploy 
the following technology elements in increasing levels of functionality and integration as in Figure 3: 
 

• Aircraft trajectories as the basis for flight planning and air traffic flow management. 
• A Common Information Network to facilitate air traffic management. 
• Criteria for airspace and air traffic procedure changes that will take advantage of the common trajectory-based 

information network to integrate flight and flow planning, traffic planning, and aircraft separation management 
activities throughout the NAS. 

The system architecture should supply information in the appropriate level of detail for each of the various services and functions 
within the NAS. All information will be based on the same data sources and assumptions, to support a common view of system 
status and air traffic planning. 
 
Phase 1. The Working Together team are supposed to develop a trajectory-based flow planning system to integrate and enhance 
the existing set of national, regional, and airport-level planning tools and procedures. 
 
Phase 2. The Working Together team are supposed to apply trajectory-based tools to sector traffic planning to enable dynamic, 
in-flight flow planning. 
 
Phase 3. The Working Together team should develop trajectory-based separation management functions, which will be 
integrated with the flow planning and traffic planning systems. Criteria for new airspace operations and procedures will also be 
developed. 
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Figure 3: The different phases 

 
The proposed schedule of Boeing Air Traffic Management is shown in the figure below 

 

 
Figure 4: Proposed Schedule of Boeing Air Traffic Management 

 
So the conclusion of Boeing Air Traffic Management is that the Boeing vision embraces the day when commercial passengers 
board their flights with every expectation of arriving at their destinations on time; general aviation and business flyers will be 
confident of timely clearance and favorable routings; military operators will have clear access to special use zones; and shippers 
will be able to count on convenient, affordable air cargo deliveries. 

V. CONCLUSION  
GPS Based Air Traffic simulation is a new concept that helps in the detection and avoidance of air traffic. Recent developments 
in this field shows that the GPS system serves successfully in avoiding air traffic and also it helps the Air Traffic Controller to 
schedule flight timings, runways, takeoffs and landings. The method is appropriate to reconstruct trajectories from different 
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aircraft categories including highly maneuvering military aircraft, low level targets like helicopters, and targets detected by 
primary radar only. Due to the high completeness of the traffic representation and the available large coverage area and large 
time scale the set of trajectories is appropriate to investigate critical air traffic parameters, e.g. any type of conflicts. 
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